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a b s t r a c t

Activation of the C–H bond is important for hydrocarbon catalysis with applications in energy technology
such as production of synthetic fuels. Subnanometer clusters such as Pt4 show great promise for catalytic
activities potentially much greater than monolith. Using density functional theory, we investigated C–H
bond breaking, an important step of the conversion reaction of methane to liquid fuels, on Pt and Pd sub-
nanometer clusters with graphene and carbon nanotubes as supports. Our results show that CNT sup-
ports can be selected by size and chirality to provide stable support for subnanometer Pt and Pd
clusters and tailor their catalytic activity.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The activation of alkanes is an important challenge due to lim-
ited fossil fuel reserves and increasing global demand for petro-
chemicals [1]. Renewable energy sources in the future may still
require that energy be stored as liquid fuels for transportation.
Highly selective, efficient and robust catalysts are therefore impor-
tant to meet this challenge, and are an active area of research. C–H
bond activation in CH4 provides a good model chemistry for similar
bond activation in other alkanes.

Subnanometer Pt clusters on Al2O3 show great promise with
catalytic activities much greater than Pt monolith [2] due to und-
ercoordination of Pt atoms and high surface area to volume ratio
in the clusters. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene have also
been proposed as supports for transition metal catalysts [3–6],
including palladium [7] and platinum tetramers [8], due to their
high surface area and capability to stabilize these clusters [9]. Re-
cent experimental advances in the separation of single chirality
CNTs [10,11] raise the possibility of matching catalytic materials
such as subnanometer clusters to select CNT supports to improve
catalytic potential of the combined system. A key question is
whether the adsorption on a support will modify the catalytic
activity of subnanometer clusters due to the formation of clus-
ter–support bonds which increases coordination of the cluster
atoms. We investigate the role of CNT curvature and chirality for
methane C–H bond activation on CNT-supported Pt and Pd tetra-
mers using first principles methods.
ll rights reserved.
2. Methods

Methane activation by supported Pt and Pd tetramers was
investigated with a first-principles approach using density func-
tional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP hybrid functional [12,13] as
implemented in the GAUSSIAN09 software package [14]. A general-
ized (5d, 7f) 6-31G⁄ basis set was used for carbon and hydrogen
atoms in the methane and support structure, while Stuttgart
‘SDD’ effective core potentials and corresponding basis sets were
used for Pt and Pd atoms of the clusters. The support was repre-
sented by a 66-carbon atom graphene model with edges termi-
nated by 22 hydrogen atoms, either flat or bent to CNT
curvature, the latter being shown in Figure 1 for a (7,0) CNT. We
investigated nine support structures including graphene, (10-10),
(15-0), (8-8), (10-0), (5-5), (8-0), (7-0) and (4-4) CNTs in order of
increasing curvature.

The support structure for a given curvature r�1 was produced by
a linear transformation which mapped the planar graphene to a
cylinder of radius r such that x2 ¼ r cos x

r

� �
; y2 ¼ y1;

and z2 ¼ r sin x
r

� �
. The radius r is given as,

r0 ¼ r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ðn2 þ nmþm2Þ

p

2p
; ð1Þ

where n and m are the lattice vectors and r is the carbon–carbon
covalent bond length (r = 1.41 Å) [15]. We studied CNTs of both zig-
zag (n,0) and armchair (n,n) chiralities, where the graphene is ro-
tated by 90� before bending. The geometry was then optimized
with the hydrogen atoms fixed to hold the curvature, and the car-
bon atoms were allowed to relax. The optimized structures were
calculated with unrestricted spin, however the lowest energy spin
configurations were closed shell singlet in all cases. The energy
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Figure 1. Calculated structures of a methane molecule reacting with a palladium
tetramer (top row), supported on a (7,0) CNT represented by a finite model: (a)
molecular adsorption, (b) transition state, (c) dissociative adsorption. A methane
molecule reacting with a platinum tetramer using the same model (bottom row,
truncated) shows hydrogen adsorption on a single Pt atom rather than occupying a
bridge site as for the Pd tetramer.
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required to bend the support to the shape of the CNT has quadratic
dependence on r, as expected. The relative energy of bending where

DE ¼ Eb � EflatðeVÞ can be fit such that DE ¼ 127:666 r�2ðÅ�2Þ with
RMS deviation of 0.068 eV.

The optimized support structure was then combined with the
metal clusters to find the binding energies of the cluster to the sup-
port. All cluster–support structures were optimized in both singlet
and in triplet states. Cluster stability on the CNT support was eval-
uated by calculating the binding energy, EB:

EM
B ¼ EðM4—CNTÞ � EM4 � ECNT; ð2Þ

where metal M is Pd or Pt, EðM4—CNTÞ is the total energy of the com-
bined cluster–support system, EM4 is the energy of the (triplet) clus-
ter, and ECNT is the energy of the (singlet) support. Negative EB

energies are exothermic.
Next, methane was added to the lowest-energy singlet and trip-

let configurations of the cluster–support systems and then opti-
mized to find both molecular adsorption (MA) and dissociative
adsorption (DA) of the methane on the supported cluster. The en-
ergy of adsorption, EMA(DA), was calculated by,

EM
MAðDAÞ ¼ EMAðDAÞ

ðCH4�M4�CNTÞ � EðM4—CNTÞ � ECH4 ; ð3Þ

where EMAðDAÞ
ðCH4�M4�CNTÞ is the total energy of the combined methane–

cluster–support system in the configuration corresponding to either
MA or DA, and ECH4 is the total energy of the methane. Negative
EMAðDAÞ energies are exothermic.

Finally, the transition state (TS) was found by optimization
using the Berny Algorithm [16]. The apparent barrier, EM

a is given
as,

EM
a ¼ EM

TS � EðM4—CNTÞ � ECH4 ; ð4Þ
where EM
TS is the total energy in the transition state. Negative EM

a

energies are possible provided that EM
TS > EM

MA, which indicates no
apparent barrier.

3. Results

3.1. Cluster–nanotube binding

The cluster binding energies to the support, EB, are shown in
Figure 2. The trend is that EB increases with CNT curvature for both
Pd and Pt. Additionally, optimized geometries show a trend in
which the number of cluster–support bonds increases with curva-
ture. This is not surprising due to the greater reactivity of small
CNTs which are highly strained [17,18]. Our results show that for
triplet Pd4–CNT systems, clusters bind more strongly to zigzag
CNT supports than to armchair CNT supports with the exception
of the (10,0) CNT. The opposite result is obtained with singlet
Pd4–CNT systems. In contrast, in triplet Pt4–CNT systems, clusters
bind more strongly to armchair CNT supports than to zigzag sup-
ports except at very high curvature of r�1 > 0.3 Å�1. But in singlet
Pt4–CNT systems, clusters bind more strongly to zigzag CNT sup-
ports than to armchair CNT supports. This shows that electronic ef-
fects of the support play a role in the binding properties of the
cluster as armchair CNTs are metallic and zigzag CNTs are mostly
semiconducting [19].

Our results using the B3LYP hybrid functional show that Pd4

and Pt4 cluster–CNT systems have stronger binding energies in
the triplet state than in the singlet state. These results are in agree-
ment with previous DFT studies with the GGA-PBE functional [8]
that showed Pt4 stability on (10,0) CNTs with binding of 2.31 eV
and on graphene with binding of 1.35 eV, both in singlet states.
The lowest energy Pt4 binding configuration calculated with the
GGA-PBE functional has three surface bonds to either (10,0) CNT
or graphene supports, which is similar to that found with the
B3LYP hybrid functional.

3.2. Methane activation by unsupported clusters

We use the gas phase Pd4 and Pt4 clusters as a reference for
comparison with the clusters supported on CNTs shown in Figure 1.
The comparison is appropriate to determine the effect of the sup-
port on catalytic activity because the additional bonds from the
cluster to the support may reduce the undercoordination that is
characteristic of subnanometer cluster activity.

The lowest energy configurations of unsupported Pd4 and Pt4

gas phase clusters are trigonal pyramids in triplet states. In
Figure 3, we show the spin density of Pd4 reacting with methane.
The reaction starts with methane and the cluster separated, and
proceeds from MA, to the C–H bond insertion TS, and finally to
DA. The unpaired spin density resides on the cluster throughout
the reaction with very little contribution from the carbon atom.

The C–H bond breaking reaction is endothermic on Pd4 clusters
but is exothermic on a Pt4 cluster as shown in Figure 3. The appar-
ent barrier for breaking the C–H bond in methane adsorbed on a
Pd4 is 1.0 eV, and the dissociation is endothermic, by 0.9 eV. Con-
versely, the apparent barrier to C–H bond insertion on Pt4 is much
lower at 0.1 eV, and the dissociation is exothermic, by �0.56 eV. In
comparison, other studies have found barriers for C–H bond break-
ing in methane to be 0.66 eV on a Pd (111) surface [20] and 0.74 eV
on a Pt (111) surface [21,2]. Overall, this shows that Pt4 has a high-
er activity than Pd4 for C–H bond breaking of methane.

3.3. Reaction energies, islands of stability and instability

The size and chirality of the support can strongly effect the
adsorption and dissociation of methane on subnanometer clusters.



Figure 2. Calculated Pd4/Pt4 cluster binding energy EM
B to the CNT support as a function of CNT curvature and chirality: (a) armchair and (b) zigzag. The number of surface

bonds from the cluster to the support are shown next to each point. Inset: a Pd4 cluster with one surface bond to graphene (left) and a Pt4 cluster with two surface bonds to
graphene (right).

Figure 3. Adsorption energies and reaction barriers of C–H bond breaking which proceeds from the separated methane and unsupported Pd (Pt) tetramers, to molecular
adsorption (MA) of the methane, to the transition state (TS) of C–H bond insertion, and finally to dissociative adsorption (DA). Inset spin density plots of the Pd tetramer
shows very little contribution of spin density from the methane throughout the reaction. All energies are relative to M4 þ CH4 and spin density (a� b) isosurface contour
values are 0:003 e�=a3

0.
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The energies of adsorption, EM
MA and EM

DA, are shown as a function of
curvature in Figure 4, for methane adsorbed on Pd4 and Pt4 clusters
supported by armchair and zigzag CNTs and graphene. In all cases
the reaction on Pd is endothermic because EPd

DA > EPd
MA. However, the

trend of the reaction energy is less endothermic for small diameter
CNTs for both zigzag and armchair chiralities as the difference be-
tween EPd

DA and EPd
MA decreases with curvature, though not monoton-
ically. In contrast, the reaction on Pt is exothermic for graphene
and CNTs of large diameter where EPt

DA < EPt
MA.

The trends in adsorption energies, EM
MA and EM

DA, for Pd and Pt
clusters are related to the cluster binding energy to the support,
EM

B . Cluster binding energy EPd
B ranges from �1.1 to �1.9 and EPt

B

ranges from �1.3 to �2.7 eV for graphene to (7,0) CNT supports
as shown in Figure 2. The least endothermic Pd4 reaction occur



Figure 4. Energies of molecular adsorption (MA), EM
MA, and dissociative adsorption

(DA), EM
DA, for tetramer clusters where M is Pd (straight) or Pt (dashed), as a function

of support curvature and chirality, including graphene (r�1 ¼ 0:0 Å), zigzag (open
circles) and armchair (filled circles) CNTs. The C–H bond insertion reaction is
exothermic if EM

DA < EM
MA.

Figure 5. Calculated apparent barriers, EM
a , for CH bonds with (a) M = Pd4 and (b)

M = Pt4 catalysts on supports by curvature and chirality, including graphene
(r�1 = 0.0 Å), armchair, and zigzag CNTs. Barriers are reduced for Pd clusters by CNT
supports and increased for Pt clusters relative to gas phase (shown in Figure 3).
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when the Pd cluster is strongly bound (�1.5 to �1.75 eV) to a small
diameter CNT support. Conversely, the most exothermic Pt4 reac-
tion occurs when the Pt cluster is weakly bound (�1.7 and
�1.8 eV) to a large diameter CNT support.

Moreover, the reaction is more exothermic on CNTs of particu-
lar sizes and chiralities, which might be understood as islands of
stability. For Pd, the least endothermic reaction is for sizes that
are tightly curved (5,5) armchair and (7,0) zigzag CNTs. Likewise
for Pt, the most favorable sizes are (10,10) and (8,8) armchair CNTs.
The least favorable size and chirality, an island of instability, for
methane C–H bond insertion reactions on Pt are (15,0) CNTs.

We postulate that the reason some supports have lower or
higher adsorption energies is due to geometric distortion and elec-
tronic effects of the support. The bond energy of the metal–CNT
bond increases with curvature. However, the increased metal–
CNT bond energy is off-set by distortion of the CNT and the cluster
away from an optimal geometry in order to fit multiple binding
sites on the support. We define the distortion energy as the differ-
ence in energy between the support (cluster) optimized in the
reaction steps and the initial relaxed configuration. For both Pd4

and Pt4 clusters, the distortion energy for the support is inversely
proportional to the support radius. Distortion energies ranged from
0.049 to 0.497 eV for triplet Pd4 barriers and from 0.242 to
0.877 eV for triplet Pt4 barriers, with graphene having the least dis-
tortion and (7,0) CNTs having the greatest distortion. A qualitative
description of the calculated distortion energies is that cluster and
CNT distortion is greater for adsorption on zigzag CNTs than on
armchair CNTs.

3.4. Methane activation by clusters on concave support

We explore the reactivity and stability of catalysts on the inside
of CNTs because of interest in using CNTs as nanoreactors, although
our model is limited to large diameter CNTs. First, we compare Pt
cluster binding to the concave side of a (10,10) model support with
our results for the convex surface. A singlet Pt4 binds with �0.5 eV
to the concave support, compared to �0.7 eV to the convex side. A
triplet Pt4 binding is much weaker to the concave side with a bind-
ing energy of �0.9 eV, compared to a binding energy of �1.7 eV on
the convex side.
Reaction energies on the concave (10,10) model CNT support
are similar to those found on the convex side. Molecular and disso-
ciative adsorption energies and the adsorption energies for triplet
Pt4 are �0.14 and �0.40 eV, respectively. Therefore, the reaction
energies for C–H bond breaking on a triplet concave-(10,10) CNT
supported Pt4 cluster is �0.27 eV, slightly more exothermic than
the reaction on the outer side of the CNT wall.

Overall this shows that the Pt clusters would likely be more sta-
ble on the outer CNT surface and less stable on the inside of a CNT
support. The reaction energies for methane dissociation are com-
parable for clusters on the inner and outer surfaces of the CNT. A
possible explanation for the weaker cluster binding to the concave
CNT wall is that steric strain of the CNT creates greater electron
density on the CNT exterior surface compared to the interior sur-
face as the carbon atoms gain more sp3 character with increasing
CNT curvature.
3.5. C–H bond activation in methane

The apparent barriers, EM
a , for methane C–H bond insertion on

supported Pd4 and Pt4 clusters are shown as a function of support
curvature and chirality in Figure 5. The trends in the apparent bar-
riers, EM

a , can be compared to those of the cluster–support binding
energies, EM

B , as shown in Figure 2. For Pd, the apparent barrier EPd
a

has, approximately, a direct relationship to the binding energy EPd
B .

A strongly bound (�1.9 eV) Pd4 on a high curvature (4,4) CNT has
an apparent barrier of 0.5 eV, which is half the apparent barrier
of an unsupported Pd4 cluster as shown in Figure 3. The trend in
Pd apparent barrier, EPd

a , with chirality is less clear. Armchair CNTs
have lower barriers at curvature below 0.18 Å�1 and zigzag CNTs
have lower apparent barriers otherwise.

In contrast, the trend in the Pt apparent barriers, EPt
a with curva-

ture is roughly opposite with barrier energies EPt
a decreasing with

binding energies EPt
B . However, the trend is not linear and the Pt4

cluster on a large curvature (8,8) CNT with relatively weaker binding
(�1.8 eV) has the lowest apparent barrier of�0.1 eV, which is better
than the unsupported Pt4 cluster with an apparent barrier of 0.1 eV.
Apparent barriers for Pt C–H bond activation EPt

a , are lower for arm-
chair CNTs than for zigzag CNTs except at very high curvature above
0.3 Å�1. The trends for reaction barriers with chirality are similar to
the trends in adsorption energies, EPt

MA and EPt
DA with chirality.
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4. Conclusions

Both Pt and Pd subnanometer clusters are stable on CNT sup-
ports with binding energies for Pt higher than for Pd. In the triplet
state, Pt and Pd have opposite ordering of binding energies relative
to the chirality of the support, with armchair supports having low-
est energy for Pt4 and with zigzag supports having lowest energy
for Pd4. This pattern is reversed in the higher energy singlet state.
Reaction energies for CH4 dissociation on supported Pd clusters are
more exothermic relative to gas phase Pd4 while reaction energies
on supported Pt clusters are less exothermic relative to gas phase
Pt4. When compared to an initial state of a bound cluster–support
system with a separated methane, all reactions on supported Pd4

are endothermic and all reactions on supported Pt4 are exothermic
except for highly curved armchair supports. In all cases, triplet
states for products are preferred. For Pd clusters, barriers for C–H
bond activation decrease with increasing CNT curvature, while
the trend is opposite for Pt clusters. Certain CNT sizes and chirali-
ties result in lower barriers than the overall trend. Our results
show that CNT supports can be selected by size and chirality to
provide stable support for subnanometer Pt and Pd clusters and
tailor their catalytic activity.
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